What is a Vowel?
Liv Free, the famous outlaw, is stuck in a deep dungeon, surrounded by traps and
hidden dangers. Luckily for Liv, all the guards carry instructions for how to get back out
without getting squashed, scrambled, sliced or scrunched! She has managed to trick a
guard, tie him up and steal his instructions. Now, she can escape!
Write what you imagine the instructions say. Which way should Liv go? What traps does
she have to avoid? What risky moves will she have to pull off to get out? Make sure
when you are writing that you complete all the challenges in the box below!
Challenges
• Include at least three words in which the same
vowel letter creates two different vowel sounds.
• Include at least two words where the letter ‘y’
creates a vowel sound.
• Start a sentence with each of the five vowels.
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What is a Vowel?
Liv Free, the famous outlaw, is stuck in a deep dungeon, surrounded by traps and
hidden dangers. Luckily for Liv, all the guards carry instructions for how to get back out
without getting squashed, scrambled, sliced or scrunched! She has managed to trick a
guard, tie him up and steal his instructions. Now, she can escape!
Write what you imagine the instructions say. Which way should Liv go? What traps does
she have to avoid? What risky moves will she have to pull off to get out? Make sure
when you are writing that you complete all the challenges in the box below!
Challenges
• Include at least three words in which the same
vowel letter creates two different vowel sounds.
• Include at least two words where the letter ‘y’
creates a vowel sound.
• Start a sentence with each of the five vowels.

Read carefully for your own protection! These instructions will help you to find your
way out of the dungeon safely once your shift is over. Everyone must follow them
to the letter! If you lose them, do not try to get out by yourself. Wait for the next
guard to guide you out.

Outside the dungeon door, turn left, not right. If you go right, the floor will drop out
from underneath you and send you plummeting into a very deep abyss. If you
thought being demoted to dungeon guard was hitting rock bottom for your career,
turn left to keep it that way.
After ten paces down the corridor, stop and turn to your right. You should see one
grey brick in the wall. Press it to disable the swords that are waiting to spring up
from the floor. You have ten seconds to run to the edge of the chasm beyond.
By the chasm, hunt for a loose flagstone with a white corner. Under it, you will find
a button. Press the button to release a rope from the ceiling high above. Use this
rope to swing across. If you manage it, well done! You are safe, and can head up
the stairs to the guardroom for a nice cup of dirty water and some mouldy bread.
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